
I am walking with my son on a ridge flooding with water. I use a stick to remove the snow on one side and let the water through. We then go down from the other and reach my parents' basement. It is morning already and we start sleeping on the sofa before they catches us but it is too late.

I am on a bus in Norway going by a symmetrical mountain. There is a suburb in front and I first think it would be really nice to live there. I then see that the top is actually too steep and it would be too hard to take my son to the top. The next mountain is a pillar and it is impossible to climb.

I am in a small mountain cottage waiting for a short girl to cook for me. She is outside looking for water in a deep hole. She is laying on the side looking at the snow in the bottom and I pretend to push her. I then bring ourselves up hugging her from behind and feel her small breast.

I am in a Northern European city walking down a street and see some old Italian cars on display. I then think how bad the industry has turned but see a new Italian car on the sidewalk. It looks nice from behind but I get in front and discover that it is a broken sofa opened as a bed with trash.

I am on a bus seating with a middle age woman laying from behind. She gives me a kiss and I start to sing a Jewish song. There are actually some skinheads with mustaches behind me and I realize that they think I am an Arab. I then walk through the corridor talking in German.

I get in a beautiful church with a rounded roof made of square boxes. Some people are praying and I seat behind them to film the golden altar at the end. Their head is on the way and as I try to find the right spot the priest slaps me from behind and makes me understand that I shouldn't film.

I get back to my parents' mountain cottage that is late. They are actually still awake cleaning up the kitchen. My uncle with cancer was just there and felt really bad. They had no money and my stepfather had to pay for a new treatment. They will give him an optic for his camera in exchange.

I am in an auditorium listening to a girl giving instructions to leave the room. She starts singing them with our seats shaking. I then take a look at her and find that she is a good singer but too short and dark skin. As the spectacle ends she wears a punk jacket and gets on her expensive car.

I am at school and find a computer to check my mail. A pretty Check girl seats there before me but she is very kind and offers me some cakes from her country. Her boyfriend joins us and we start singing karaoke but it is all in Italian. He notice that I keep track of the songs and praises me.

I am walking in a forest and get out from a broken fence. I then wait for some friends and pretend to be very surprise that they get out the same way. A forest guard is actually watering a bed of flowers nearby and hears me. He then scolds them saying that there is a vein of ancient basalt there.

I am the goal keeper of a football team and run up front to kick the ball. I actually don't know who is on my team and keep running with the ball to the other goal. I actually score but the captain of the other team contexts it saying that I have to keep it in my goal.

I am walking with an artist to a stage designer with whom I have a meeting. We are actually too early and tell him to take his time. We then look at the spectacle he is preparing with a group of dancers in a square. I go to the opposite side and get ready to sing a rock song with a choir but fail. 

I am with a group of people discussing how to enact a protest. As we decide to take different roles another group of skinheads comes dressing as priests. I then wait for a blond girl of our group but she has just beaten up her small baby and there is blood everywhere.

I am walking in an empty mall with my wife and come to a movie theater. I then remember that I have promised three girls to watch a film with them and see that they are waiting for me on the side. I then throw a plastic ball and then throw another to follow it and pretend not to see them.

I am in my kid school registering him on a big form. There is another form nearby and I realize that they are for the whole class. They have a theme to do art together and I start drawing a silhouette but a kid arrives saying that the teacher is angry with them. I check but they are all playing. 

I am walking with my family in our new neighborhood when I see my old Chinese boss on the other side of the street. He is going inside a nice house and doesn't seem to see me. I point him to my wife and rush forward to meet him face to face even though she tells me to leave him alone.

I am walking up a road of my old town and see the work of my art students. I get in a shop where one of their paintings is exposed but meet an old friend of my grandmother. I try to avoid her but she waits for me outside and we greet each other. As we start talking her nanny makes her leave.

I am in an office and have to send my airplane ticket number to my mother. There are three computers and I connect to one. I am able to call her but as I am telling her the code a big dragon appears on the screen and I am unable to defeat it. I can't make it back to reality anymore.

I am walking at night through a vegetable garden and find my countryside neighbour who is having a party in a lot. It is actually my lot and he comes out in the dark to invite me in the cabin. As I hesitate he shows me a loaded gun on the plowed land. I want to remove it but it is from the war.

I am walking home to my parents' mountain cabin that there is allot of fog. As I get on top of the hill I find that it was a big cloud below. There is nobody home and I keep it outside observing the mountains above. There is a sunny field there with a nice farm and I wish I could live there.

I am in an institute putting my shoes on and meet a curator friend who asks me why I have laces of the same color. I then explain that it is what I got and tell him that I am working at his old university. I am actually supposed to give a presentation about it but I am sleepy and and can't talk.

I am on a train with two girls when the controller comes. I then look for my ticket but he only asks who is going to a small village. I am actually going to a big one and make sure that it is stopping there. I finally find my ticket and the girls assure me that we will stop at that big town.

It is really early and I am hiking up a mountain path with some interesting rocks arching over it. As I almost reach the top I find that it is a bombarded staircase to a little chapel. There is now a bus stop and I want to head back to my hotel and masturbate but end up walking on a bike path.

I am walking with an old Polish man through a youth camp that he has organized. It turned out well but the youth hasn't done so much and I try to propose him to do it elsewhere. As I show him a brochure of my mountains another girl tells him that he just shouldn't be taking care of them.

I am with my family and reach some small cliffs climbed by three gypsy kids. The smallest reach the inside where my stepfather has his bikes. My son and I go in to free her and the gypsies thanks us from below. We even get some jersey and wear them to take a picture of us as we were a team. 

I am on a bus driving down south through some steep hills. It is taking a long time and I realize that the driver is only taking small roads. I then tell him that I use to take bigger roads down south and he explains that he takes smaller roads not to get bored even though he never makes a stop.

I get to a small gallery and notice a wall with allot of tiny numbers connected with one another. I then get in and the Brazilian artist starts talking to me. I really like his work but then he shows me that people are contributing by attaching notes on the wall with needles. I really dislike that.

I am on a ski slope with my parents and show my stepfather that a man is biking despite the snow. He is actually also on his bike and wants me to follow him. The slope is very steep below us and he just tells me to let go. He goes but I am not brave enough and only go down from the side.  

I am in a tropical village attending the father of my new wife. As I wait for him to go for a walk I manage to break a coconut in half but it is all solid inside. As he gets ready we start walking up hill with four dogs and his nephew stops to buy a local drink. It is of alcohol made from coconut milk. 

I am with my wife and take a path inside the forest. It is dark and she starts biking very fast down. She actually misses where we should have turned and keeps straight to a wooden village. As I manage to reach her with my family friends she is having some street food and tells us what to get. 

I am helping my stepfather with a video of a surgery simulator he built. As I put it in full screen I realize that it is from a conference and there are allot of other doctors applauding him. The video itself got millions of visitors and I suggest him to make a website where to sell it but he is skeptical. 

I get a letter from an American colleague and find that she is angry with me for the way I have left without greeting. There are actually some broken glasses inside and I put them on lifting the letter. I then find that she has written over the sentence where she is greeting me without being angry.

My English supervisor is showing me on a map the peninsula where his house is. He is actually with his family in our country house and I tease his son talking to mine in English about a secret. His wife wants a book back from me and I agree even though I have no clue about which one it is.

I get to a cathedral where they are playing a concert. Waiters bring pastry inside and I think it is exclusive but then see a queue through the security. I am actually on a wheelchair and have to try several times to pass through it. They hold on to my big camera but not the rest of my equipment.

I am standing by an old monument when the officers of a foreign ministry arrive. My Polish friend is among them but they all keep around the monument where an American lady has found the nestle of a little bird. We then all go inside the beautiful glass walls of an ancient English palace.

I am at a party seating with two Japanese. The one close to me is a blond girl with cute blue eyes and I ask the other to show me where their hotel is on the map. It is actually by the main river and I tell her that I can come the day after to show them a city neighborhood that is like their capital.

I walk in a beautiful dark valley and come out in an ugly city where I cross two Chinese. I speak their language and they follow me. I can't ask them where the train station is but I find it anyway. I already have a small block with tickets and have the controller to stamp it while I look for a seat.

I am at a mechanic who is working on a car suspended from the floor. As he finishes he asks me if he can also suspend himself and I can fix a screw in his buttock. I then understand that he is homosexual and tell him that I am not willing. He understands and finishes his job while I hesitate. 

I am up in my native mountains trying to photograph an old acquaintance. My camera doesn't work and I let him go to throw the trash. As I think that I should use my old camera optic instead of my new one I realize that he is wearing a very tight suit and he is walking like a queer.

I am out in a city with my wife and meet her best friend's boyfriend. He wants me to go to the movie together and we are actually really close to the theater. I then convince my wife to let me go and we get in. The projection is actually above us with two astronauts in space waving at us.

I am on the deck of a small ferry circumnavigating a big island. We are actually approaching a local port on the other side and I look at the old ladies there taking the bus to our town of departure. As we keep on we reach the tip of a peninsula with an ancient tower and I pretend to shoot at it.

I get in an old train with two other colleagues and find our seats. They have actually booked those that can be fold open like beds and I also feel I would need one. It might be expensive but decide to get one for myself and have it refunded through my work as my colleagues are also doing.

I am with an American friend watching a movie shot in his city. It is a series and I can't really understand it. They actually show some small clips of the previous episodes and I notice how much younger the main actor was at that time. His blond hairs were longer and he didn't have a beard.

I get in a hostel that it is very late at night and there are no more beds available. I then go in the bathroom and pee on the sink. As I get out I find a girl in the dormitory setting an alarm clock under a bed. I then wake everybody to warn them who she was but realize that it is already day light. 

I get by a circus and watch a once famous pop star inviting people in. I follow them and she offers us a small bottle of soda to each of us. As I am about to drink it she brings me another kind but I hesitate to open it. As I check the ingredients she comes to see why I am not drinking it.

I am a small apartment with a family of gymnasts. The grandfather asks if we liked their show and a man replies that the young ones were particularly talented. The mother then tells us how his son is a karate champion and leaves. I am left alone with the grandmother who is a tai chi teacher. 

My wife and I just got a new house that is much bigger than our previous one. It is also very isolated and in front of a lake that is also bigger than the one we used to have nearby. We then get in the water and find that it is warm even though she complains that it is very cold underneath.

I am telling a doctor about my back problems but she is busy doing the dishes. I keep talking and she gives me a paper that is hard to read but I understand that I should divide real things from invented ones. I then tell her about our moving abroad and then invent that I got a professorship. 

I am teaching in a Thai University and get out holding a box of liquor they just awarded me. A cute student is waiting for me with her cabriolet. She is with a friend and I tell the latter to drive while I can seat with her in the back. She doesn't know where to go and I just tell her to go shopping.

I am home at my parents and find the bed sheets all soaked with pee. As I am changing them a couple from my old university comes to visit me. We start chatting in the room but I realize that the paint is melting and I take them out. I then ask what they do and they tell me of their company.

My wife and I are looking for a house on sale and we stop in the village nearby to ask if it is a good price. We then pass by a crystal clear lake and get in a bank where the assistant tells us that it is too much for the area. I then go out again and try to film a beautiful castle but it gets too dark.

I get in a  gallery with a curator and start sketching dunes on paper. We want to propose them for the next show but the curators there show us an artist modifying ready made animations. He tells me the name of this kind of work but I can't really understand the concept and write it down.     

I am at a party and meet the former girlfriend of an old friend. I notice that her breast is huge and her t-shirt very tight. We start dancing together like we were in trance and then seat down by my wife who is also sweating. The girl doesn't bother about her and puts her naked leg against mine. 

It is still dark out and I am looking through the window at the people waking up in the condominium in front. Some of them are naked but my father also wakes up and tells me that he feels like he is dying. It is something with his liver and we start looking for a surgeon but they are far away.

I am with a girl in a hotel and try to take an elevator alone. We find one and she starts biting my lips but then an old couple gets in. They also start kissing but we reach a square. It is time for us to split and I ask her where she lives. It is not far my new job and we can keep seeing each other.

I am in a mountain cottage with my parents-in-law when our fascist neighbour arrives. He is mentally ill and we tell him to go. I run down the hill jelling at him to die and he actually dies in the woods. My mother-in-law calls an ambulance and then slaps my son who is eating with his fingers.

I am with a friend and just did a roller coaster ride. We want to do another but don't wait in line as there are very few people. Some new people actually come and we go to the line making them really angry. We let them go in front even though there are other people ahead who also did like us.

 I am home with my parents when they tell me that my uncle just died. I cry and prepare to leave for the airport but my parents bought me a ticket to the capital where I can see his cadaver. I then get ready to take that flight but have to double check on the ticket if I can bring my luggage.

I am in the mountains with my relatives listening to an Australian military band. I actually get ready to photograph a musician but the symphony ends and we all have to seat down. My stepfather announces that my sister will have to pay them and read at our uncle's funeral as a punishment.

I am with my best friend and his parents cross country skiing back and forth in a small garage. It is taking too long and their friend who is a good skier decides to just do a shorter lap. It is only for tracking and we end up in a lake with two cartoon characters swimming on top of each other.  

I take an elevator with my son and end up really high. We are actually in a gaming room and he starts playing at a slot machine. He wins some money but they get stock and I lift the machine from one side. The coins fall together with many others of different kinds and a girl picks them as well.

I am walking in the country with my son and find a deposit of hay stocks. As I discuss with him how to use them as giant bricks we get in a narrow road where we cross my farmer cousin. He then takes us to his newly constructed house and we find that he has built a roof on top of two roofs.

I am in my old city at night talking to an Italian activist about the time I got beaten up. He doesn't let me finish and tells me that he was also beaten up by some fascists. He then shows me how his head was totally shaved and he doesn't have the courage of let his hair grow anymore.

I am walking with a friend and two girls looking for a place where to dine. We actually cross my cousin who is having an hamburger with his new girlfriend. We are actually looking for something more exclusive and we go ahead even though I don't think I will do any flirting with my girl.

I am driving with my family to the airport when my aunt writes if we have time to meet. We actually don't and get in the immigration office. I then ask a policeman how to get out but we are sent down a staircase that gets tighter and have no exit. My son is tired but we have to turn back up. 

I get to a harbor at night that a giant boat arrives flying. I get in and look out at the new moon with tiny stars. I actually need to shower but all the bathrooms are occupied. I then try upstairs and one of them gets free. It is from a group of French guys and the bath tab is filled with cosmetics.

I get in my parents' place that the door is open and people from a masquerade as thrown flour around. I then start cleaning but my parents come home and tells me that it is not a big deal. I ask my mother if we can borrow her car to go greet my cousin who just got married but she refuses.

It is my first day at university and I am still walking there. I reach it that the lecture has already begun and ask a professor where is the classroom. I actually hear some singing and follow it till I find it. My old classmates are there writing a computer program based on what the teacher sings.

I am walking in a green pasture with my family and come to a slope. We start walking up but it is too steep and my wife decides to go back down. She actually slips and manages to get hold of the grass but then my son follows her and he also starts slipping down. She is not able to stop him.

I am with an Arab researcher looking for an apartment and find one for free in a Turkish city. I then drag my van up with a rope looking for a place where to park it but all the streets are too narrow. It is actually only my bike and we tight it against a girl's bike using plastic strips.

I am with my wife looking around my campus. She actually owns an old apartment there and we go to see it. There is a big kitchen and even an living room with a fireplace upstairs but she tells me that it is from another owner. We then go out and I show her very expensive apartments around.

I am walking to a metro station and find a gang blocking the entrance. It is actually an abandoned apartment and I try to explain that there was a dead horse laying there with his hoofs amputated. They don't seem to understand but finally one of them gets the point and let me go through. 

A black guy and a girl end up on top of a luxury mall. They start to walk down the staircase of green marble and find allot of expensive cosmetics. The guy sprays some perfume on himself and they proceed down where the cosmetics get cheaper. They soon find themselves out on a city square. 

I get to a Russian airport to buy my ticket home but they are all sold out. I explain that my visa is expiring and I need to take whatever flight going to Europe. As they try to help me I manage to connect to the Internet and find a list of flights. Some go to France but I can't recognize the cities.    

I am walking with an old friend in a narrow valley going up to the mountains. We find a cable that a guy just left there with the tip showing the movie he shot going up backward. We then follow it and want to show it to my other friend on top but it turns out to project only colored light.

I am in a mountain cottage when a rich lady comes. She has her old mother with a back pain and asks me to fix it. My stepfather could have done it but I tell her to bring her anyway. The latter has an inflamed muscle sticking out of her neck and she gets in total pain as soon as I massage her.

The king is having an exclusive party and I am arranging cocktails on the floor. The table cloth sticks out and I ask him whether I should shorten it but it is time for all to seat down. It is very silent but then he starts gesticulating with his hands. It is actually a funny story in sign language. 

I am taking a test on a small board and a teacher shows me how to undo by winding a button with blue pills. There are also envelopes where I should put my receipts but there is not my nationality. I should pass it over to my father with the description of a painting with many different chairs. 

Some aviation students go down a cliff to bath. As a black boy complains of the height a big aircraft also comes down to wash its wheels and then lands in the airport behind. Everyone applauds even if it crashed a window. The instructor climbs it to see if there is anything but find only cats. 

I get back late to an hotel room and find a gipsy woman inside. She has just cleaned it up even though I left a sign saying not to do it. She is actually upset with me and I don't understand why but then realize that I had my sister's child with me and I left the room forgetting that he was there.

I am in an Asian house with my stepfather who is sick inside. His Japanese dog has disappeared and I go out in the garden to look for it but only find a similar dog. My stepfather's dog is actually in the marsh and manages to run all wet inside the house without being attacked by the latter.

I am in the country fixing the branches of a bush when I see a cousin on an expensive car. He stops to inquire about my neighbour's child and I get in a field with my sister to build a toy castle for the latter. My cousin's sister reaches us and we realize that she is the neighbour who just the kid.

I am kneeling on the floor rolling dough and talking to a colleague about a course. As the dough gets longer I tell him that we should divide the students in smaller groups and work them out separately. He doesn't understand me but I am actually inspired by the dough that needs to be cut.

I am driving with two girls down my native mountains and show them an abandoned village on the side. There is actually a new condominium there and the road starts going down a gorge. A smaller road keeps up on the ridge of a mountain but as I look at the map I realize that it is a carpet.

I am in the bedroom of a Jewish girl and find two whistles hanging on the wall. I try one but cannot make any sound out of it and she takes the other to show me how to whistle. The latter is actually a Peruvian flute and I take it from her but cannot reach the holes to play the different notes.

I get in a shop to sell my wedding ring and a watch. The owner starts examining the ring but finds that it is made of cheap gold. He then concentrates on the watch and starts counting  the knobs to see how much is worthed. He is all excited but I realize that it is actually made of cheap plastic.

It is dark already and I am with a man seating out of a small bar in my native village. He tells me that he actually has a present for my birthday and I go down the street to sing an opera song warning not to sleep. I actually don't know it and a group of opera singers comes to assist me.  

I am with my old supervisor deciding the book we should use for our course. They are all theoretical and we go in the classroom to look for others. It is dark inside and as we look for the switch a big chandelier turns on. It is actually robotic and starts walking towards us.

I am in a room with a girl laying on a bed. I try to have sex with her but she is too still and I withdraw to my bed. The room is actually a dormitory and I have a friend sleeping on one side. The girl's mother has her bed on the opposite side and shows how her stockings belonged to her mother.

I am the golly of a football team and look at the game through the visor of my motorcycle helmet. We are one goal behind and I kick the ball in the middle of the field. There are two players from my team there and they could easily score but they can't really go ahead with the ball.

I am in a public toilette with my Polish friend spying other people. His German friend comes in and I start shadowing him. As I try to do so I get the idea of having four people on each corner of a building to imitate one another. We try to imagine it with paraplegics doing very funny imitations. 

I follow my new director through the headquarter of an important fast food company. He wants to try to get finances from them and we seat in a meeting with their director. We start presenting each other but they all get very noisy when I should present myself. I then yell and they quite down.

I am at the sea side seating with my old friends and their families. My best friend's wife is very preoccupied looking at the water and I understand it must be about him. I then go up to check and find that he is up front drowning inside a little wave. I manage to pull him up and rescue his life.  

I am with my son in his school playground when his mother comes. She is actually followed by an old classmate and I go to greet him but realize that he is only there to sell us a vacuum cleaner bag. He also sells a whole vacuum cleaner and we try on our wooden floor but it makes it all wet. 

A group of secessionist soldiers rebels against a religious monument above them. Their commander finally decides to attack it and run up the marble staircase followed by few others. As he actually approaches the top he finds a cross and he starts to slow down till he kneels to cross himself.

I am with my new colleagues welcoming a delegation from my old University in the States. I actually drink up the green cocktail that was meant for the professor but then decide to look for a local drink. I bring them an American drink and we start talking about going to explore inside a cave.

A friend and I get in my father's apartment but we can't turn on the lights. I press different switches and finally they turn on but then we see the cat hiding and hear someone running up the stairs. We also hide and my father comes in. He knew I was going to come as he saw us in the city.

I am on a beach with my son looking at two guys trying to get on an inflatable boat. It is too small and they keep on capsizing. As my stepfather arrives I decide to help them and hold the boat straight. They manage but they are too heavy and the boat sinks. I then think of bamboo to stabilize it.

I am at my new university and see my old Chinese boss down the corridor. I am really afraid of him and hide on one side of a classroom but there are windows. I then ask a colleague to check if there is a bold Chinese at the end of the corridor but he cannot see him. He is actually still staring.

I am on the roof of a building with a mafia boss and his family. As I seat on a side I hear some opera being played from elsewhere but then a friend calls me to talk to the boss. We want him to kill a person and he starts stamping on a ticket. He gets a random number out and calls it for us.


